Experiments are carried out in dual electrode oscillatory Ni electrodissolution in which the two electrodes have different surface areas. The transition to phase synchronization is analyzed as asymmetrical coupling strength, induced by placing a cross resistance between the electrodes, is varied. It is shown that because of nonisochronicity (phase shear, i.e., strong dependence of period on amplitude) of the oscillators, anomalous phase synchronization effects can be observed: advanced/delayed synchronization and, to a lesser extent, frequency difference enhancement. The type of synchronization is strongly affected by the underlying heterogeneities of the oscillators; in the experiments with a slow driver (large surface area) electrode the synchronization is advanced, with a fast driver electrode the synchronization is delayed with respect to symmetrical coupling. The findings thus reveal that the interplay of asymmetrical coupling with the types of inherent heterogeneities plays an important role for the interpretation of size effects in the dynamical behavior of a nonlinear chemical reaction.
Introduction
Chemical reactions often take place in discrete 'units' and the characteristics of overall reaction rates can strongly depend on the type and strength of the interactions among these units. 1, 2 Examples include reactions in coupled chemical reactors 3, 4 and fuel cells, 5 dual and multielectrode electrochemical cells, 6, 7 and reactions on surfaces of solid-gas heterogeneous catalysts 8 and ion-exchange beads. 9, 10 When concentrations (or reaction rates) in these units exhibit oscillatory behavior, the interactions can produce a wide array of synchronization related behaviors, e.g., periodic 4, 11, 12 and chaotic 13, 14 synchronization, oscillator death, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] collective synchronization, [21] [22] [23] dynamical clustering, [24] [25] [26] and quorum transition. 27 The synchronization behaviors have been observed in BelousovZhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, 3, 4, 12, 13, 15, 28, 29 pH oscillators, 30 and biochemical reaction 31 in coupled continuously fed, stirred tank reactors (CSTRs), in metal dissolution 21, 24, 25, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and electrocatalytic [38] [39] [40] reactions in electrochemical systems, in CO oxidation on heterogeneous catalysts, 41, 42 and in BZ beads, 22, 23, 26, 43 microwell arrays, 44 and micro 45, 46 and nanoscale 47 droplets. For interpretation of the dynamical behavior, the coupling between two oscillators is often considered to be symmetrical: the two oscillators are affected in the same manner but in opposite sign. In contrast, asymmetrical coupling, most notably inspired by biological network dynamics, 48 attracted attention for investigations of asymmetrical coupling of dynamical units. Asymmetrical coupling, achieved by adjusting the rate of mass transfer between reactors of different volumes, was shown to stabilize anti-phase oscillations and cause frustration dynamics in CSTR in the BZ reaction. 10, 49 Several theoretical studies [50] [51] [52] report that 'anomalous' behaviors in phase synchrony can be observed in asymmetrically coupled systems. In a two-oscillator system the 'anomaly' is typically contrasted with the 'classical' route to synchrony: in the limit of weak coupling, the frequency difference (Do) among the oscillators decreases with increasing coupling strength e following the classical square root formula, 50 Do ¼ Do 0 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1 À e 2 =e 2 c q ð1Þ
where Do 0 is the frequency difference between the oscillators without coupling (natural frequency difference) and e c is the critical coupling strength at which synchronization occurs. Anomalous phase synchronization, i.e., states obtained with coupling strengths en route to the synchronized state that exhibits large deviation from eqn (1), has been observed for strongly nonisochronous oscillators 53, 54 in which there is large dependency of period on the oscillator amplitude. 50, 51 Most prominent form of anomalous phase synchronization of two asymmetrically coupled oscillators is the advanced/delayed synchronization, where synchronization takes place at weaker/stronger mean coupling strength than that observed with symmetrical coupling. More exotic anomalous phase synchronization effects include frequency difference inversion (e.g. the positive frequency difference between the oscillators becomes negative with coupling), and desynchronization (two already phase synchronized oscillators desynchronize with increase of coupling strengths). The anomalous effects have been demonstrated to occur in a large class of oscillator types, e.g., Ro¨ssler oscillators, chaotic foodweb and predatorprey models, 50 and in Chua's circuit. 55, 56 Synchronization theories have been successfully applied to describe the dynamical behavior of electrochemical oscillator systems obtained with coupled electrode arrays. 11 In most studies, symmetrical coupling effects were shown to induce in-phase, anti-phase, and fractured (slow adjustment of phases to in-and anti-phase configurations in a population) synchronization 11,25,,34-36,38,57 and amplitude death 16 of periodic oscillators. With chaotic oscillators coupling can induce bounded phase difference, functional mapping of the attractors, identical variation with time delay, and identical variations in phase, 32 generalized, 58 lag, 33 and identical 14 synchronization, respectively. The coupling in these examples was typically induced either by a potential drop in the electrolyte or by resistors attached to the electrodes. An extreme form of asymmetrical interaction, unidirectional coupling, was demonstrated with two electrochemical oscillatory systems in which rate information (current) from the master oscillator was 'injected' to the slave oscillator through a computer software to induce different types of master-slave synchronization. 59 In this paper, the dynamical behavior of a pair of asymmetrically coupled oscillators is investigated with Ni electrodissolution 60 in sulfuric acid. We analyze the nature of the asymmetrical coupling that is obtained by inserting a cross resistance between two electrodes that have different surface areas. Numerical simulations are carried out with a model for Ni electrodissolution 61 to show that electrochemical models can exhibit nonisochronous oscillatory characteristics and to investigate the transition to phase synchronization of nonisochronous electrochemical oscillators with increasing asymmetrical coupling strength and asymmetry level. Finally, experiments are carried out to explore the type of anomalous phase synchronization with two electrodes that have slightly different frequencies, different sizes, and coupled through a cross resistance in oscillatory Ni electrodissolution. The frequencies and frequency difference of the oscillator pair as a function of the coupling strength are analyzed for the types of advanced/delayed synchronization and frequency difference increase for weak and strong levels of coupling asymmetries.
Numerical and experimental methods

Equivalent circuit analysis
A two-electrode system coupled through a cross resistance is modeled with the use of a Randles equivalent circuit 62 for the individual electrodes (Fig. 1a) . The two electrodes having capacitance/surface area C d are connected to the potentiostat through individual resistors (R ind,1 and R ind,2 ). The electrodes, that have surface areas A 1 and A 2 , are connected to each other through a cross resistance R. The currents of the electrodes (i 1 and i 2 ) are obtained from double layer charging, Faradaic current density (j F,1 and j F,2 ), and the current that flows through the cross resistance:
where e 1 and e 2 are the electrode potentials, and t is the time.
The potentiostat maintains constant circuit potential V, therefore:
By combining eqn (2) and (3) we obtain differential equations for the dynamical evolution of the electrode potentials:
Note that without coupling (R -N) the dynamical behavior of the two electrodes can be considered to be equivalent by setting individual resistors such that the quantity r = A 1 R ind,1 = A 2 R ind,2 is kept constant. The coupling between the electrodes (last terms on the right hand side of eqn (4)) can be increased by diminishing the cross resistance; this coupling strength is strongly affected by the surface area of the electrode. From electrode 2 to electrode 1 the coupling strength is 1/(A 1 R) while from electrode 1 to electrode 2 the coupling strength is 1/(A 2 R). Therefore, the coupling strength will be stronger for the smaller electrode and weaker for the larger electrode: in general, the large (driving) electrode will drive the small (slave) electrode (see coupling schematic in Fig. 1b) . The equations show that with varying the electrode size disparity between the oscillators coupling asymmetry can be induced between the electrodes. The coupling asymmetry can be characterized by the asymmetry parameter, 50 À1 r w r 1, which is the coupling strength difference divided by total coupling:
For clarity, we identify oscillator 1 as the slow, oscillator 2 as the fast system, i.e., the natural frequency of oscillator 2 is larger than that of oscillator 1. Eqn (5) thus indicates that for w = 0 the coupling is symmetrical (identical sized electrodes), for w 4 0 the slow oscillator 1 is driving (A 1 4 A 2 ), and for w o 0 the fast oscillator 2 is driving (A 1 o A 2 ). For comparison of coupling strength between different levels of asymmetry, we define the mean coupling strength:
where A˜is the reduced surface area: 1/A˜= 1/A 1 + 1/A 2 .
Model and numerical simulations
Numerical simulations were carried out with an electrochemical model developed for reproducing the qualitative dynamical features of nickel dissolution in sulfuric acid by Haim et al., 61 modified for potentiostatic conditions. 11, 25 The model has two dimensionless variables for each oscillator l = 1 and 2: the double layer electrode potential (e l ) and the total surface coverage of electroactive species (y l ). The modified model for two coupled oscillators based on eqn (4) is given by
where E l is the potential drop through coupling resistor R between two oscillators.
The simulations were carried out with
Model parameters: dimensionless circuit potential, V = 15, acid concentration, C h = 1600; and kinetic parameters: a = 0.3, b = 6 Â 10 À5 , c = 0.001 were chosen to produce smooth (nearly sinusoidal waveform) limit cycle oscillations close to supercritical Hopf bifurcation. G 1 and G 2 parameters, which correspond to surface molar capacities, were set to slightly different values (G 1 = 0.01 and G 2 = 0.0102) to simulate surface heterogeneities that produce the experimentally observed different natural frequencies of the two oscillators. 16 The ordinary differential equations were solved with MATLAB using a variable stepsize fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm (ode45).
Frequency of oscillation
The Hilbert transform of the time series of the electrode potential
is used in defining the phase 63 using the derivative Hilbert transform approach: 58, 64 
PV in eqn (10) implies that the integral should be evaluated in the sense of Cauchy principal value. hei is the temporal average of the time series e(t). The f(t) is unwrapped: when the angle value crosses the integer multiple of 2p in an increasing manner the phase value is increased by 2p (i.e., the phase value is not bounded by 2p). The frequency o of an oscillator is obtained from a linear fit of unwrapped
Experimental methods
A standard electrochemical cell consisting of a nickel working electrode (Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd, 99.98%), a Hg/Hg 2 SO 4 /saturated K 2 SO 4 reference electrode, and a platinum counter electrode in 3 mol L À1 sulfuric acid was used in experiments (see Fig. 1c ). The working electrode was made of two wires that have identical diameters for symmetrical, or different diameters for asymmetrical coupling. The wires were embedded in epoxy with at least 5 mm spacing between them. (The relatively large separation diminishes electrical and mass transfer coupling through the electrolyte.
11 ) The reactions take place only at the end of the exposed area, which is wet polished on a series of sandpapers (P180-P4000) with a Buehler Metaserv 3000 polisher. The experiments were carried out with (1 mm, 1 mm), (1.6 mm, 1.6 mm), (1 mm, 1.6 mm) and (1 mm, 2 mm) diameter combinations at 20 1C maintained by a Neslab RTE-7 circulating bath. These combinations will be referred to by their ratio of surface areas with rescaling factor of the 1 mm diameter electrode; for example (1 mm, 2 mm) diameter electrode pairs are denoted as (A 1 /A 2 = 1/4). External individual resistances R ind,1 and R ind,2 (see Fig. 1c ) were added to each electrode. The currents of the electrodes were measured as potential drops across these resistances that were digitized with a National Instruments PCI 6255 data acquisition board with 200 Hz data acquisition rate. Typical values for individual resistances were 1000 O, 390 O, and 300 O for the 1 mm, 1.6 mm, and 2 mm diameter electrodes, respectively, such that R ind A E 8-9 O cm 2 for each electrode. (The 2 mm diameter electrodes required 20% larger R ind A values to produce similar oscillation amplitudes and frequencies to those with 1 mm and 1.6 mm diameter electrodes.) The electrode array connected to a potentiostat (ACM Instruments, Gill AC) was polarized at a constant circuit potential V. The coupling resistances R (varied between 1-100 kO) were introduced between Ni electrodes in order to induce coupling. A typical data file consists of about 105 (uncoupled) or 280 (close to synchronization) oscillations with about 250 data points per cycle. The solution was stirred slowly with a magnetic stirrer in order to remove O 2 formed by water electrolysis.
For definition of the phase and the frequency in eqn (10)- (12), the calculated electrode potential of each electrode is used: e 1,2 (t) = V À i 1,2 (t)R ind1,2 .
Reduced frequency and coupling strength
A major experimental challenge is the accurate measurement of frequency changes induced by the coupling because there is a drift of the natural frequency of the oscillators. This drift is probably due to changing surface conditions; in a typical series of experiments at about 20 coupling strengths in a timeframe of about four hours the approximately 0.65 Hz oscillations can speed up to 0.75 Hz or slow down to 0.55 Hz.
In order to mitigate the effect of drifting, the natural (uncoupled) frequencies of the two oscillators have been measured before and after an experiment with coupling. The average of four uncoupled frequency values defines the mean natural frequency, o 0 . The mean value of the natural frequency difference (Do = o 2 À o 1 ) between the oscillators before and after the coupling experiments is denoted as Do 0 . The natural frequency difference Do 0 was maintained at 20-40 mHz throughout the experiments. If the frequency difference fell out of this range small adjustments (maximum AE 10%) of the individual resistors were made to reset the natural frequency difference. The frequency of the oscillators (o 1,2 ) at a certain coupling strength is rescaled as (o 1,2 À o 0 )/Do 0 . Therefore, without coupling, oscillators 1 (slow) and 2 (fast) always have a rescaled frequency value of À0.5 and 0.5, respectively. Similarly, the frequency difference between the oscillators (o 2 À o 1 ) is rescaled as (o 2 À o 1 )/Do 0 . The drift of the oscillation frequency in a given experiment was relatively small (o5 mHz for frequency difference), however, for long experiments with many coupling strengths the quantitative comparison of data is possible only with this rescaling procedure.
Because the natural frequency difference between the oscillators varied from experiments to experiments, the coupling strength is expressed as the coupling strength/natural frequency difference as:
where K r is the reduced coupling strength with the unit of kO À1 cm À2 s. In a typical experiment at a given cross resistance R the frequencies of the two oscillators are recorded along with the natural frequencies of the oscillators before and after the experiments. Then, the experiments are represented as rescaled frequencies (o 1,2 À o 0 )/Do 0 and frequency differences (o 2 À o 1 )/Do 0 as a function of the reduced coupling strength K r . Note that for Do 0 -0, the reduced coupling K r goes to infinity; therefore, we always consider oscillators with small natural frequency difference. This does not cause any experimental limitation as the oscillators are always slightly different. In the simulations, however, we set different G values for the oscillators in eqn (8) to induce the natural frequency difference.
Results and discussions
3.1. Numerical simulations 3.1.1. Symmetrical coupling. The time series of e and the phase difference of two uncoupled oscillators described by eqn (7)-(9) are shown in Fig. 2a and c, Fig. 2c confirms the absence of phase synchronization in uncoupled oscillators. With increase of coupling strength to K r = 9.4, the two oscillators synchronized (Fig. 2b) with a common frequency of o 1 = o 2 = 0.0725 and achieved a constant phase difference of about Df = 1.2 rad (Fig. 2d) indicating a nearly in-phase synchronized state. (The small, short time-scale, in-cycle fluctuations of the phase difference are due to a small error in phase definition by the Hilbert transform method. 65 ) This phase synchronized state was the only attractor of the system: synchronization with Df = 1.2 rad phase difference was observed for various (random) initial conditions. Note that the frequencies in the synchronized state are close to the natural frequency of the faster oscillator; the oscillators speed up during the synchronization process.
The reduced frequency differences of the oscillators as a function of K r are shown in Fig. 3a . The frequency difference monotonically decreases with increase of reduced coupling strength; phase synchronization sets in at a critical coupling strength K r = 7.8 at which point Do = 0. As the inset in Fig. 3a shows, the (Do/Do 0 ) 2 vs. K 2 r plot gives a straight line confirming that the classical square root formula for smooth oscillators (eqn (1)) is valid for the electrochemical oscillator model.
The reduced frequencies are shown in Fig. 3b as a function of the coupling strength. Before the critical coupling strength (K r o 7.8) the frequencies increase with increasing coupling strength. The slope of the reduced frequency with respect to the reduced coupling strength in the zero coupling strength limit characterizes the extent of nonisochronicity, 50 Fig. 3b show almost equal, very strong positive nonisochronicities (q 1 = 0.15, q 2 = 0.14). Consequently, the frequencies sharply increase with increase in coupling strength until synchronization is achieved; after the critical point the frequencies decrease approaching the mean natural frequency values as the phase differences between the oscillators approach zero (not shown in the figure) . The simulations show that the electrochemical oscillators placed close to the Hopf bifurcation point follow classical phase model predictions and exhibit a high level of nonisochronicities. These oscillators thus have the potential to exhibit anomalous phase synchronization with asymmetrical coupling. 50 
Asymmetrical coupling.
The effect of electrode size disparity between the oscillators on synchronization properties was tested by changing the A 1 and A 2 parameters in eqn (7)-(9).
First we consider a scenario when A 1 = 1 and A 2 = 4, i.e., the asymmetry parameter w = À0.6. This coupling configuration corresponds to the fast driving electrode. In this example, the frequency difference decreases very quickly with increasing the coupling strength (Fig. 4a) ; phase synchronization sets in at very weak coupling strength (K r = 2.34) compared to synchronization of symmetrically coupled oscillators (K r = 7.8). Such an effect was described as advanced phase synchronization by Blasius. 50 The phenomenon can be understood by analysis of the frequency vs. coupling strength plot shown in Fig. 4b . The frequency of the fast driver oscillator practically remained constant (with slight increase) while that of the slave oscillator is rapidly attracted toward the driving. Because of the high level of positive nonisochronicity, the slave oscillator can very quickly adjust (increase) its frequency to the frequency of the master oscillator. Now consider the opposite scenario with the slow driver oscillator (A 1 = 4) and the fast slave oscillator (A 2 = 1) with w = 0.6. The coupling asymmetry change makes the oscillators to synchronize in a completely different route than in the previous example. The reduced frequency difference initially increases with increase in coupling strength as shown in Fig. 4c . Synchronization with frequency difference decrease takes place only for strong coupling and phase synchronization sets in at a large critical coupling strength of K r = 16.3. These anomalous effects, delayed synchrony and frequency difference increase, can be again interpreted with the frequency vs. coupling strength diagrams shown in Fig. 4d . The frequency change of the slow driving oscillator with increase in coupling strength is much smaller than that of the fast slave oscillator. The frequency of the fast slave oscillator first increases with K r due to the positive nonisochronicity, but at strong coupling (K r 4 10) the frequency of the slave oscillator quickly diminishes to match the frequency of the master oscillator. In this scenario the high level of positive nonisochronicity works against the synchronization process as the frequency of the slave oscillator needs to be decreased to establish synchrony.
The different routes of phase synchronization are summarized in Fig. 5 where the frequency differences are shown as a function of coupling strength for symmetrical coupling and two different levels (surface area ratios 1 : 2.56 and 1 : 4) of asymmetry for both fast and slow driver configurations. (The 1 : 2.56 ratio was chosen to match the asymmetry level later described in experiments.) With the fast driver electrode (w o 0) advanced phase synchronization takes place; the extent of advanced synchronization can be enhanced with higher level of asymmetry. With the slow driver electrode (w 4 0) delayed phase synchronization takes place with initial increase of frequency difference; again, with higher level of asymmetry the anomalous effects are stronger.
The numerical simulations thus show that, in an electrochemical model for two-electrode system, nonisochronicity combined with asymmetrical coupling induced by electrode size disparity causes anomalous phase synchronization in the form of advanced and delayed synchronization and frequency difference increase. The polarity of the asymmetry (fast vs. slow driver) determines the type of anomalous effect whose extents are stronger for higher level of asymmetry. (Fig. 6b) with a nearly constant phase difference of 0.8 rad (see Fig. 6d ).
(The short time-scale, in-cycle fluctuations in the phase difference shown in Fig. 6c and d are due to a small error in phase reconstruction using the Hilbert transform method; these fluctuations, however, do not affect long time average properties such as mean phase difference or frequencies. 65 ) The transitions to synchronization with increasing symmetrical (w = 0) coupling strength of two 1 mm (A 1 /A 2 = 1/1) and two 1.6 mm diameter electrodes (A 1 /A 2 = 2.56/2.56) are shown in Fig. 7 . In both experiments, the reduced frequency differences (Fig. 7a and c) monotonically decreased with increasing coupling strength. As the inset shows the frequency variations are consistent with the square-root dependency of phase model predictions (eqn (1)). The oscillators synchronized at similar coupling strengths of K r = 284 (1 mm electrodes) and 277 s cm À2 kO À1 (1.6 mm electrodes).
The rescaled frequencies of the oscillators as a function of coupling strength are shown in Fig. 7b and d . The slopes to the curves in the weak coupling limit (K r o 100 s cm À2 kO À1 ) indicate that the oscillators in the experiments exhibited negative nonisochronicities whose extent was stronger for the fast oscillator. For the 1 mm diameter electrodes (A 1 /A 2 = 1/1) q 1 = À0. . The level of negative nonisochronicity is further reflected in the low values of the reduced frequencies [À0.30 for 1 mm and À0.22 for 1.6 mm diameter electrodes] at the critical coupling strength.
We note that all presented experiments were performed at 20 1C. Many previous experiments with symmetrical coupling in the same system have been carried out at 10 (or 11) 1C; 11, 25 we found that the level of nonisochronicity of the oscillators (measured in symmetrical coupling experiments with 1 mm diameter electrodes) was stronger at elevated temperatures applied here.
The experiments thus show that symmetrical coupling of electrochemical oscillators causes phase synchronization that can be described with the classical square root frequency difference formula and that the oscillators slow down during the synchronization process: there exists a level of negative nonisochronicity. Because of the nonisochronous character of the oscillators, there is a possibility for occurrence of anomalous phase synchronization effects in an asymmetrical coupling configuration.
We have carried out experiments with asymmetrical coupling of oscillators with 1 mm-1.6 mm (A 1 /A 2 = 1/2.56) and 1 mm-2 mm (A 1 /A 2 = 1/4) diameter electrode assemblies.
Consider a configuration of 1 mm and 2 mm (A 1 /A 2 = 4/1) diameter electrodes with a slow driver oscillator (w = 0.6, Fig. 8a and b) . With increase of coupling strength, the frequency differences quickly decreased and phase synchronization sets in at a relatively weak coupling strength of K r = 178 s cm À2 kO
À1
, which is about 64% of the coupling that was needed to synchronize the symmetrically coupled oscillators. The rescaled frequency diagram (Fig. 8b) shows that the frequency of the slow driving oscillator did not change to large extent until the critical coupling strength. However, the frequency of the slave oscillator quickly decreased due to the combined effect of coupling and negative nonisochronicity and thus we observed advanced synchronization.
When the sign of the asymmetry was changed to w = À0.6, i.e., with the same surface area ratio in the 1 mm-2 mm diameter electrodes (A 1 /A 2 = 1/4) but with the fast driving electrode, the synchronization transition showed very different features (see Fig. 8c and d) . The rescaled frequency difference slightly (by 7%) increased up to a coupling strength of K r = 180 s cm À2 kO À1 after which the frequency difference decreased and synchrony sets in at a very strong coupling strength of K r = 472.2 s cm À2 kO À1 ; this is about 69%
stronger coupling than that needed with symmetrical coupling. The rescaled frequency vs. coupling strength graph (Fig. 8d ) reveals that at the critical coupling strength the synchronized frequency is about the mean of the natural frequency (zero in the rescaled plot). Therefore, the driving electrode enforces a frequency increase of the slave electrode; this process requires strong coupling because the negative nonisochronicity of the oscillators had to be countered. The routes of phase synchronization are summarized in Fig. 9 where the frequency differences are shown as a function of coupling strength for symmetrical coupling and two different levels (surface area ratios 1 : 2.56 and 1 : 4) of asymmetry for both fast and slow driver configurations. With the slow driver electrode (w 4 0) advanced phase synchronization takes place; the extent of advanced synchronization can be enhanced with higher level of asymmetry. With the fast driver electrode (w o 0), delayed phase synchronization takes place with only slight (6-7%) initial increase of frequency difference; again, with higher level of asymmetry the anomalous effects are stronger.
The experiments thus confirm that electrode-size disparity induced asymmetrical coupling exhibits anomalous phase synchronization effects that include advanced and delayed synchrony, and, to a lesser extent, increased frequency difference.
Comparison of numerical simulations and experiments.
The Ni dissolution model has been used for simulation of qualitative features of synchronization experiments in previous publications. 11, 66 Because in these publications the coupling was symmetrical, the isochronicity level of the oscillators played only a minor role in the observed dynamical behavior. Upon comparison of the simulation and experimental results in this study we find that the model exhibits positive non-isochronicity levels (q 4 0) that have similar values for each oscillator (q 1 = 0.15, q 2 = 0.14). In contrast, the experiments show that the oscillators have negative nonisochronicity levels (q o 0) whose values are quite different (q 1 = À0.5 Â 10 À3 cm 2 kO s À1 and q 2 = À1.8 Â 10 À3 cm 2 kO s
À1
) from each other with the fast electrode having higher level of nonisochronicity. From this prospective, the simulations using the two-variable model (eqn (7) and (8)) based on the kinetic scheme reported by Haim et al. 61 fail to interpret the correct sign of advanced/delayed synchronization observed in the experiment. (We have attempted to 'optimize' model parameters to obtain a negative nonisochronicity level; however, it seems that the positive q value is an inherent property of the oscillator that cannot be tuned by model parameters in eqn (7) and (8) .) Therefore, we consider the two-dimensional model (eqn (7) and (8)) in this study as an electrochemical model of a hidden-negative-resistance 67 electrochemical system; the model predicts that electrochemical oscillators could exhibit nonisochronous character, and that asymmetrical coupling induced by electrodes of different sizes can produce anomalous phase synchronization effects. The apparent discrepancy in the sign of the observed sign of nonisochronicity of the simulations and experiments indicates that an improved numerical model is required for the oscillatory Ni electrodissolution system when electrodes of different sizes are present. A possible direction for model improvement is the use of more variables (e.g. separate NiO and NiOH coverage, surface bissulfate, Ni 2+ , and H 3 O + concentration in the model reported by Haim et al.
61
) or the development of a more detailed kinetic scheme that includes higher oxidation states of nickel oxides. 68 
Conclusions
A dual-electrode electrochemical system with electrodes of different sizes, coupled with a cross-resistor, was shown to exhibit asymmetrical coupling effects: the larger surface area electrode 'drives' the smaller electrode. Without coupling, current oscillations occur that have slightly different frequencies due to small differences in surface conditions of the electrodes. The level of coupling asymmetry can be controlled with the surface area ratio of the electrodes. With increase of coupling strength between the oscillators the asymmetrical coupling induced anomalous phase synchronization: advanced or delayed synchronization depending on whether the driving oscillator was fast or slow. The experiments confirm the theoretical predictions 50 that the effects can be interpreted with the competition of two parallel coupling effects: the nonisochronicity character of the oscillators that can increase/decrease the frequencies of oscillators and the synchronizing effect that attempts to bring the frequencies together. A third anomalous phase synchronization effect, the increased frequency difference, was prominent in the numerical model but only slight increase (6-7%) was found in experiments. The large difference between the nonisochronicity levels of the oscillators in the experiments might contribute to the lack of frequency difference increase; in addition, we also observed that in the delayed synchronization experiments the amplitudes of the oscillators exhibited large variations close to the critical coupling strength, therefore, the phase model approximations used in the model studies 50 might not apply in the experimental system.
Although we addressed the fundamental problem of interactions of electrodes with inherent heterogeneities and coupling asymmetry in an electrochemical system, the observed dynamical effects can be quite general. For instance, heterogeneous catalysts for CO oxidation often consist of pellets that have a size distribution. 42 The gas-phase or the heat transfer coupling (with support of high thermal conductivity) is affected by pellet sizes and thus, in addition to kinetic and thermodynamic effects of particle sizes, coupling effects could also alter the global dynamical response of the reacting system. 41, 42 The dual oscillator setup with different electrode sizes can be extended to build small sets (e.g. three locally coupled 69, 70 ) or large population 21, 25 of electrochemical oscillators with asymmetrical coupling. These networks could provide information about dynamical behavior related, for example, to other anomalous phase synchronization effects (e.g. frequency desynchronization and frequency inversion 50 ), or to network effects such as asymmetrical coupling improved collective precision of oscillator populations. 71 
